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2021 began with new leadership, vaccine roll-outs, scattered re-

openings, and a collective hope for a brighter future. But, as we’ve 

reached mid-year, it’s clear there is still plenty to do to restore 

normalcy. The devastation of COVID-19 shed light on the fallibility of 

our societal systems – the tenuousness of work/life balance, inequity in 

healthcare, economic volatility, environmental crisis, and socio-

political tensions to name a few. Pandemic America has been a shell of 

itself. In fact, with the nation in a state of transition, the work ahead is 

not about getting ‘back to normal,’ per se, but rebuilding a brand new 

normal. If 2008 gave us the Great Recession, 2021 is bringing about a 

Great Rebuilding. 

The Great Rebuilding is defined by resilience, ingenuity, and collective 

responsibility to not just restore our reality as it once was but rebuild it 

as something better. Ironically, a pandemic that often left so many 

feeling powerless has reminded us of the power we have to effect 

change. At 5.9%, unemployment rates are still above pre-pandemic 

levels; still, new technologies and a surge in entrepreneurialism are 

pushing many toward financial freedom. Systemic racism continues to 

manifest in the form of hate, discrimination, and inequity, but communities

are organizing relief efforts in the form of donations, support, and service to others. According to most scientists the 

planet is in peril, yet businesses and people alike are doing their part to avert or reverse damage.

With the world changing so fast, mounting challenges can feel insurmountable. But as we refresh our 2021 top 

trends with a look towards 2022, the prevailing attitude is clear: “where there’s a will, there’s a way.” Our brand 

new normal is still taking shape, but The Great Rebuilding is being guided by a set of affirming values– self-

reliance, personal agency, responsibility, control, community, belonging, self-care, and humanity.

Volume Two of “Top Trends: 2021” Includes: 

• The Free Agency Imperative: While the job market is slow to fully recover, people are forging their own 

path towards financial solvency.

• ECO-Currency: With climate change officially labelled a crisis, the currency of ecological concerns is 

newly invigorated. People and brands are making changes to help the planet and boost business value.

• On-Demand Economy: By getting what they want when and where they want it, people are benefitting 

from enhanced feelings of immediacy and control. 

• Self-Care Revolution: People are taking stock of their personal wellbeing needs by practicing self-care.

• Collective Consumerism: To rally for the collective good, people are consuming and giving in ways that 

benefit wider communities.

• United States of Affinity: People are seeking enhanced feelings of connection via identities and passions.

• Wholesomely Human: People relieve stress and break up the mundane with genuinely human levity.

Read on to learn more about the trends and how brands can respond.

The Great 
Rebuilding



64%
81%

69%
52%

All Adults 18-34 35-49 50+
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Economic uncertainty brought about by the pandemic has created a world where forging one’s own path to financial 

solvency is not just a possibility, but a necessity. With the 2008 financial crisis not far behind us, this isn’t our first go-

round. Social media, blooming SaaS business tech platforms, and service-share marketplaces have made marketing 

one’s passions and skillsets both possible and profitable. With more people giving themselves agency to future-proof 

themselves financially, marketers can expect the growing gig economy to transform the market as we know it. Will 

brands see blooming new creators and entrepreneurs as challengers and competition or collaborators and opportunity?  

• SaaS (software as a service) technology (e.g., Shopify, Zoom, Square) drives 

revenue. A recent analysis projects SaaS-generated revenue will reach $369B by 2024. (Forbes, 2021)

The Free 
Agency 

Imperative

Values: Entrepreneurship • Self-Reliance • Democratization • Ingenuity

Economic Hardship During COVID-19 Motivated Self-Starters

Rising Entrepreneurial Spirit is in the DNA of the Next Generation

“When I bought our current 

house, I fell in love w the 

HeShed in the back yard. 

Perfect for my Ebay side hustle 

& can also double as 

a guest room”

• 35% of US adults agree, “With the pandemic disrupting my way of life, I’ve 

resourcefully made additional income via side-jobs.” (Horizon Media, 2021)

• 488K new business applications were submitted in April of 2021, a 110% increase 

from April 2020, and a 166% increase from April 2019. (US Census Bureau, 2021)

% of adults who agree, “In the 

future, more and more people 

will work for themselves” 

(Horizon Media, 2021)

5.9% 
of US citizens 16+

are still unemployed 

as of June 2021 
(US Department of Labor, 2021)

Index vs. Nov 2020 110 125 110 98
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THE FREE AGENCY IMPERATIVE IN ACTION

NFTs (non-fungible tokens) are units of data stored on a blockchain that certify 

a digital file as unique and non-interchangeable, making it easier for makers to 

earn royalties on digital creations. Dapper Labs’ NBA Top Shots generated 

$230M in revenue for their digitized trading cards. Soon, former IFC and Pivot 

network head Evan Shapiro will release comic series “Darkland,” the first to 

be hosted as an NFT on blockchain-powered maker platform Macroverse.

NFTs Bring New Monetization Method to Artists and Brands

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR BRANDS
Expertise is a Salable Commodity. Be a Knowledge Center and Resource that Advances the Free Agency Mindset

Your most talented marketing executives can become influencers and teachers. Create exclusive content for 

subscription on SaaS platforms like Teachable or Thinkific to monetize expertise to emerging entrepreneurs. 

A financial services brand can help creators turn side hustles into mutually profitable businesses by streamlining 

the admin, financial paperwork, and education needed to get started. Provide a variety of guidance packages from 

educational resources to long-term best practices, giving people the information they need to succeed.

Creators and Small Businesses are the Future of Co-Branding. Tap into the Win-Win of Networked Partnerships

An auto brand could create a brand-sponsored #accelerator program. Issue a brand brief to emerging creators to 

produce branded content on TikTok and Snapchat for a chance to win a portion of the accelerator fund. Award 

funds to those who get the most views and engagement.

A CPG brand could sponsor a network of new business owners across the nation. Selected applicants can benefit 

from peer-to-peer idea exchange, a small business fund, and access to exclusive webinars hosted by your top 

executives. Network members will contribute by selling or using your products in their own stores.

Bethany Frankel’s The Big Shot on HBO Max, produced by Apprentice creator 

Mark Burnett, revives a format where contestants compete for the ultimate job 

with a focus on today’s business needs: social media, cause-marketing, and web 

design. In the series, contestants compete in a grueling elimination interview to 

become VP of Operations for Frankel’s multi-brand international business empire.

Competition Reality TV Gets an Entrepreneurial Revival

TikTok, Snapchat, and Clubhouse have all launched accelerator programs to 

boost creators’ revenue streams. Snapchat’s newly launched Spotlight feature, 

a rival to TikTok, is offering $1M daily to users with top performing posts. One 

student received $200K in one week from one of her top beauty tutorial posts.

Accelerator Programs on Social Media Elevate Influencer Marketing
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With the EPA labeling climate change a crisis, the currency of ecological concerns is newly invigorated. Institutions and 

governments are committing to long-term zero emission goals and incentivizing renewable energy use. Brands are 

modifying policies and operations to reduce their impact on the planet. People are converting their growing concern into 

daily actions that safeguard the future, including what and how they buy. Sustainable practices are not just relevant. 

Stock value trends prove they can also be profitable. With the state of the environment a pressing concern, will brands 

who fail to adopt an ECO-Currency mindset ultimately lose their own currency and profitability?

• In April 2021, Epicurious removed beef from their recipes, articles, and 

social media posts. The brand explained, “not giving airtime to one of the 

world’s worst climate offenders… [is] not anti-beef but rather pro-planet.”

ECO-Currency

Values: Responsibility • Sustainability • Resourcefulness • Survival

People and Institutions are Taking Action to Stave Off the Climate Crisis

• 90% of S&P 500 companies now release sustainability reports - up from 20% a 

decade ago. Brands that pledge carbon neutrality or net zero emissions with clear 

goal dates are receiving Wall Street backing. Green companies trade at a ~30% 

premium compared to others. (CNN, 2021)

The Eco-Currency Mindset is Linked to Wall Street Rewards

• 68% of US adults agree, “It is a personal mission of mine to reduce my 

own carbon footprint.” (Horizon Media, 2021)

• President Biden’s $2 Trillion infrastructure plan phases out 

gas-powered cars for electric ones and updates electric grids to 

withstand extreme weather patterns across the nation. (CNBC, 2021)

61%
of US adults agree,

“When it comes to the things I 

buy, whether a brand uses 

sustainable production methods 

is just as important in my final 

choice as price”
(Horizon Media, 2021)

“Combating climate change: 

it's not optional, it's 

essential.” 
- Michael S. Regan,

US EPA Administrator
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ECO-CURRENCY IN ACTION

From Blue Land to Bite to Marie Bee Bloom, consumer products that minimize 

plastics and landfill trash are on the rise. Blue Land cleaners and Bite 

toothpaste offer dissolvable cleansing tablets that eliminate wasteful plastic 

containers. Marie Bee Bloom offers multifunctional, biodegradable masks 

people can plant after using.

Product Functionality that Leaves No Trace is Blossoming

Environmentally conscious credit card startup Aspiration ensures every dollar 

spent fuels carbon neutrality. From rounded up change going towards planting 

trees to 10% cash back incentives on purchases with vetted eco-conscious 

brands, going green becomes a no-brainer. The brand currently has five million 

users and has planted 15 million trees on behalf of its customers to date.

Eco-Conscious Spending Made Foolproof 

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR BRANDS
Make No-Waste Living a No-Brainer. Create Hassle-Free Opportunities that Minimize Environmental Impact

An auto brand can incentivize carbon neutrality with eco-conscious actions. To boost the health and continued 

adoption rates and affordability of your electrical fleet, invest a portion of earned interest from your gas-powered 

vehicles toward renewable energy infrastructure via REC’s (Renewable Energy Credits). Validate your buyers’ 

contribution via Renewable Energy Certificates to foster a sense of loyalty and peace of mind.

A big box retailer can provide turnkey opportunities for collective environmental action. For a small membership fee 

to the customer coupled with in-store perks, provide disposable bins beyond trash and recycling – expanding to 

textile, compost, glass, metals, e-waste, etc. Streamlining no-waste efforts can drive foot traffic and loyalty.

Rewrite the Green Book of Business. Model Eco-Forward Operations for your Industry and Community

Create a hybrid CMO/COO/CSO (Chief Sustainability Officer) role to push toward carbon neutrality across your 

marketing and operations. New business practices for a greener good may include: offsetting manufacturing waste 

through barter media deals; sustainable ad units like plantable print ads or biodegradable OOH boards; going 

plastic free in-office; ensuring all partnerships, joint ventures and acquisitions track toward cleaner practices.

A health and wellness brand can use their influence and power to accelerate eco-conscious living on a communal 

level. Lobby with your flagship’s local government to increase funding toward sustainable initiatives like urban 

farming and local gardens. Use your brand’s platform to spread awareness and garner donations from your 

customers, in exchange for discounts and rewards, to help the community reach carbon neutral living. 

People are determined to make local gardening mainstream. The Million 

Gardens Movement, which launched in March, offers resources on home 

gardening online. Monetary donations help underserved families receive 

gardening kits with instructions and family-friendly activities. As of June, 10K 

garden kits have been donated to people in need.

Countering Emissions With Bountiful Local Gardens
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Thanks to frictionless technology, robust competition, and safety-driven necessity, people have gotten comfortable 

getting everything on-demand – entertainment, groceries, fashion, healthcare and more. Digital commerce is seeing its 

largest ever share of purchase behavior. During COVID-19, the On Demand Economy has served another purpose: 

returning people’s sense of control. People choosing what they want, when, and how they get it brings a sense of 

autonomy in still uncertain times. With on-demand tech helping to fulfill essential needs of safety and immediacy, will 

in-person human exchange of goods and services slowly become obsolete? 

• As people embrace vaccines and traditional brick and mortar ramps up, 78% say 

they will maintain all or some of their online/mobile shopping habits. (PYMNTS, 2021)

On 
Demand 
Economy

Values: Immediacy • Efficiency • Control • Choice

Contactless Innovations Accelerate the Path to Purchase

• 36% of US adults say they spent more time streaming content throughout the 

pandemic – with an even larger share of 18–34-year-olds (46%) agreeing. (YouGov, 2021)

• 55% of US adults agree, “Most of my TV viewing these days is on digital platforms 

(streaming, websites, apps, etc.).” This is a 6% increase from November 2020.  (Horizon 

Media, 2021)

On-Demand Entertainment Continues to Mainstream

“Telehealth needs to continue 

forever tbh, if not as the default, 

then always as an option. 

It's too valuable.”

• It is estimated that virtual healthcare (e.g., electronic home health services and 

outpatient visits) could amount to a $250 billion market post-COVID. (McKinsey, 2020)

• 59% of US adults now agree, “In the near future, I expect the checkout counter 

to disappear. I’ll automatically be charged for what I’ve chosen as I walk out of 

the door.” This is a 7% increase from November 2020.  (Horizon Media, 2021)

$11B
In online spending on 

Amazon’s Prime Day 

event – a 6.1% lift from 

the sales in 2020’s event.
(Adobe Digital Economy 

Index, 2021)
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ON DEMAND ECONOMY IN ACTION

A competitive global instant grocery delivery market is thriving with $14B invested 

worldwide (PitchBook, 2021). Turkish startup Getir, an app for delivering groceries in 

minutes using dark stores (retail facilities used exclusively for online fulfilment), is 

expanding to the US, Germany, and France. The company is now valued at $7.5B, 

exceeding market leaders Grubhub and Deliveroo. 

On-Demand Grocery Delivery is Heating up a Global Market

“Shoppertainment” is expected to eclipse $25 billion in sales by 2023 in the 

US. In March, Nordstrom launched Nordstrom Live, a streaming channel 

where people can watch engaging collections, trends, and more with options 

to participate in social chats and click to purchase. (Coresight Research, 2021)

Live-Streamed Shopping Makes Retail Purchase Instantaneous

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR BRANDS
Erode the Wait Time. Innovate your Offerings so People can Access your Products and Services in an Instant

With DTC retail and now grocery leading the way with instant delivery, incorporate new ways of getting your goods 

to customers even faster. A big box retailer can adopt a “dark store” methodology exclusively for online sales, 

promising to-your-door service in an hour or less. 

Telehealth has led to a growing expectation for on-demand and personalized customer service. A telecommunications 

brand can model their customer service for video (vs. calls) with shorter wait times and instant face-time solutions.

Make “Total Commerce” the End Goal. Ensure Every Touchpoint with your Brand is Impulsively Shoppable

A casual dining brand can capitalize on moments of indulgence while people are highly engaged, and binging 

shows they love. Use in-video shoppable QR codes to drive people to order show-inspired meals on their mobile 

devices (e.g., an overstuffed burrito while binging Alone) while the hankering is hot. 

Capitalize on impulse buying with unexpected shoppable experiences. A restaurant brand can adapt its QR-coded 

menu for additional shopping. For example, include “Dish Wish” buttons for people to directly purchase ingredients 

or tableware directly from your suppliers to drive additional sales, bringing added commission or cost savings to 

your restaurant.

NBCUniversal has doubled down on its shoppable content across its One 

Platform offering, now available on their streaming platform Peacock. The 

Peacock commerce experience will allow viewers to buy products directly 

from video via ShoppableTV QR codes, purchase products directly from 

commercials via shoppable Engagement Ads, as well as navigate interactive 

shopping experiences through Peacock’s Explore feature. 

Shoppable Media Expands Distribution to Streaming Channels



Self-Care is Becoming a Critical Priority
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The many tumults of 2020 shone a spotlight on the stigma associated with mental health issues and laid bare the nation's 

lack of resources. Emotional distress has caused many to take stock of their own needs and how to meet them from the 

inside out before burning out. To reclaim a sense of wellbeing and emotional stability, people are not only opening up 

about the need for self-care, they’re also taking full accountability. As people continue to heal over the coming years, 

brands can learn when to give more space for emotional relief by talking less and listening more.

Values:  Self-Care • Mindfulness • Balance • Resourcefulness

To focus on office-wide self-

care, dating App Bumble 

closed HQ and gave all 750 

employees an extra week 

off in June.

Self-Care 
Revolution

• 91% of US adults agree that emotional health is just as important as physical 

health, an 18% lift from October 2020. (Horizon Media, 2021)

• From August 2020 to February 2021, the percentage of adults with recent symptoms of an 

anxiety or a depressive disorder increased by 14%. (CDC, 2021)

• Letting go creates space. 47% of US adults say they’ve recently let go of 

unhealthy relationships to preserve their mental health. (Horizon Media, 2021)

• Manifestation, the act of setting mindful, positive intentions for a desired future 

experience is surging since the pandemic. #Manifesting has 1.1B views on 

TikTok. (TikTok, 2021)

• 76% of employees surveyed reported burnout has increased since the start of the pandemic. (The 

Conference Board, 2021) 

People Seek Solutions for Wellbeing Inside and Out

$1.5

Trillion
It is estimated that the 

global wellness market is 

valued at $1.5T with projected

increases of 5-10% annually 
(McKinsey, 2021)

Workplace Policies 

Combat Burnout
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SELF-CARE REVOLUTION IN ACTION

Grand Slam Champion Naomi Osaka pulled out of the French Open and the 

Berlin WTA 500 to protect her mental health and avoid overwhelming press 

interviews – which cost her the tournament and a fine. Her move has gained 

attention and support from the Calm app, who has offered to pay the fines of 

athletes opting to do the same in the name of self-preservation.

Elite Athlete Teaches the World about Boundaries

Brands Bring a Dose of Self-Care to Selfie Culture

Dove partnered with Lizzo, iconic singer and emblem of body positivity, for 

their new campaign “The Selfie Talk.” The campaign’s goal is to empower 

young girls through open conversation and make social media a more self-

accepting place amid filter culture. In an Instagram post, Lizzo’s unedited 

declaration of self-love in partnership with Dove garnered over 2.4M likes.

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR BRANDS
Treat all Aspects of your Marketing as Opportunities for Brand Therapy

With people still struggling to maintain balance, a DTC brand can break through by “donating” ad units to sponsor 

moments of calm. Swap out select ads with a sponsored minute of soothing sounds, imagescapes, or guided breathing 

to remind people to take a pause. 

A clothing brand could create a line of accessories with positive intentions in mind. Self-affirming mantras like “I’m 

always healing,” “Today will be a good day,” and “I’m more than capable” can create positive momentum for the day.

Amp up your Betterment Benefits Package. Make Self-Care a Core Tennant of Workplace Culture

With mental health a growing concern in corporate culture, model forward-thinking self-care actions through internal 

operations. A tech brand could offer “mandatory” self-care days as part of their benefits packages for employees and 

publish a set of pre-written self-care OOO replies that the broader public can access and use. Promote via PR, B2B, and 

social media.

As workers return to the workplace, consider all aspects of the transition that could potentially affect wellbeing. With 

common colds making a comeback, beyond sanitizer and cleaning wipes, offer immunity-boosting remedies on-site for 

employees to use at no cost like vitamins or electrolyte-infused beverages.

CVS now offers mental health counselling in 12 stores across Houston, 

Philadelphia and Tampa, with plans to expand to 34 this year. They are 

focusing on communities with less accessible mental health care and aiming 

to negotiate OOP costs to help give timely care at an affordable price.

Accessible Routine Mental Health Care Goes Mainstream



• In June, Together for L.A., the Los Angeles collaborative for small business recovery and resilience, distributed $1.25M 
to woman- and BIPOC-owned businesses in need as a result of a donation from Wells Fargo’s “Open for Business Fund.” 

Wells Fargo has donated some $400M to small businesses during the pandemic. (laedc.org, 2021)
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With aid from the government in limited supply, people and brands are working side-by-side to remedy threats to 

communities. From efforts relieving poverty and homelessness to racial inequity, the citizens are stakeholders. Thanks to 

social media, crowdfunding, P2P networking and increasing brand involvement, Collective Consumerism is upping the ante 

on conscious consumption. Collective Consumerism is not just people spending responsibly. It’s people and brands alike 

sharing resources to benefit the future. “Purpose” is getting recalibrated to enable everyone as agents of real and lasting 

change. Brands are expected to play an active role or risk appearing disconnected from the communities they serve. 

Collective 
Consumerism

Values: Community • Support • Resourcefulness • Equity

People and Brands are Galvanizing from the Ground Up

The Homelessness Epidemic has a Brand Ally 

• 71% of US adults agree, “In times of crisis, brands have an obligation to allocate funds and 

resources back to the communities they serve.” (Horizon Media, 2021)

• Homelessness has risen four years in a row with 580K reported homeless as of January 2020 – and this 

figure doesn’t take into account the impact of COVID-19. (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2021)

• In January 2021, BOGO socks brand Bombas expanded to underwear, the second most sought out garment after socks 

among people experiencing homelessness. Since 2011, Bombas has donated over 45M garments. (Forbes, 2021)

+2,858 hate crimes 
in a single month

In May, Stop AAPI Hate noted a spike 
in hate crimes with almost 3K in March 

2021 alone, up from 3,795 between 
March 2020 and February 2021. 

(Stop AAPI Hate, 2021)

• In March, GoFundMe launched a fundraiser to support the Asian community 

amidst increased hate crimes. Donations far exceeded their $500K goal, reaching 

nearly $7M as of June. (GoFundMe, 2021)

64%
of US adults agree, 

“Contributing to the 

fundamental needs of others by 

donating money or resources 

makes me feel whole”
(Horizon Media, 2021)



Crowdsourced Solution Provides Healthcare Alternative
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COLLECTIVE CONSUMERISM IN ACTION

The TikTok community rallied to create an alternative pill bottle following Jimmy 

Choi’s post showing his struggle to dispense and take small pills while having 

Parkinson’s related tremors. Aid cascaded through all types of expertise leading 

to a practical 5.0 version in three days. Videographer Brian Alldridge kickstarted 

a design, 3-D printmaker Antony Sanderson made a working prototype, and 

mechanical engineer David Exler began distributing the bottles to people in need.

McDonald’s is promising to increase its investment in diverse-owned media 

companies, production shops and content creators twice over by 2024. In the 

next four years, it will increase US advertising spending with Black, Hispanic, 

Asian American, female and LGBTQ+ owned platforms from 4% to 10%. And 

they’re not alone. Coca-Cola North America, General Mills, L’Oréal and others 

have made similar pledges.

Brands Commit to Turning the Tide for Inclusivity

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR BRANDS
Incentivize a Do-Good Attitude. Make Collective Support the Standard with Opportunities that Benefit All

A fitness brand can encourage collective security for themselves and others. Sponsor pop-up lockers in high-

traffic tourist areas for rent, in exchange for perks to encourage shopping. Post-execution, donate the storage units 

and their proceeds to local homeless shelters for continued use. Promote this effort via PR and owned channels.

A clothing retailer can partner with a nonprofit like Goodwill to enable collective giving. Offer discounts on items in-

store when people trade in their gently used items to benefit people in need, generating foot-traffic and attention. 

Kick Off the Donation Domino Effect. Leverage Your Clout to Turn More Spending into More Giving 

Integrate more opportunities to be collectively conscious. An e-commerce brand can allow customers to use their 

loyalty rewards program points toward charity donations. Take collective efforts further by letting customers vote 

on which charities benefit. 

Elevate minority-owned businesses beyond media spend. An advertising agency can collaborate with their clients 

to pool funds to offer free or discounted advertising services and placements (media buying, creative, etc.) to 

businesses that don’t have the means or money to do so. Promoting smaller players will not only boost your 

agency’s and participating brands’ philanthropic efforts via PR, but also counter innate systemic hurdles the 

community faces.   

Jaden Smith’s I Love You food truck, which started in 2019 and boasts over 

100K followers on Instagram, is expanding to a physical restaurant. The 

original food truck’s mission was to provide vegan food for free to those in 

need in Los Angeles’ Skid Row area. The restaurant allows homeless people 

to eat for free while paying customers pay a little extra to “pay it forward.”

One Young Celeb Saw Opportunity to Serve the Hungry
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United States of Affinity

Societal division and more than a year of social isolation have aroused people’s urge to find closeness and connection in 

new ways. A growing hunger for like-minded communities is booming, uniting people across myriad identities and 

passions. As grand promises of national unity struggle to self-actualize in 2021, identity-based communities of all sorts fill 

the gap. Spaces where group identities and personal passions intersect are particularly powerful.  With many Americans 

questioning what it means to be “an American,” brands are well advised to brush up their affinity marketing toolkits. 

“People want to see 

representation, and not  just a 

tick of a box, but authentic 

representation of culture and 

diverse talent”
-Yusuf Chuku, NBCU EVP of client 

strategy and insights

Values:  Belonging • Identity • Sharing • Connection

Audiences Demand More Authentic Representation

Online Communities Promote Confidence and Belonging

• 53% of US adults agree that engaging with online communities or groups that share the same passions 

boost their self-confidence. (Horizon Media, 2021)

• Identity goes beyond personal heritage. 76% of people feel a strong sense of attachment 

to four or more communities (e.g., hobbies, race/ethnicity, political orientation, gender 

identity) and 93% want to connect with cultures other than their own. 

(Deconstructing Diversity Today, 2021) 

• 54% of people across the US say they are more loyal to brands that stand for 

diversity and inclusion in online advertising. (Facebook Research, 2021) 

• 40% of US adults believe that social media has only strengthened connections between people in real life. 

For people 18-34, this figure increases by half to 60%. (Horizon Media, 2021)
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UNITED STATES OF AFFINITY IN ACTION

The National Football League has declared itself all-inclusive. In a new video, 

released in response to Las Vegas Raider Carl Nassib coming out as the 

league’s first openly gay active player, the NFL proudly declares in white 

letters on a black background “Football is…” followed by “gay,” ”lesbian,” 

“beautiful,” “queer,” and “life.” Their final declaration: Football is for 

everyone. The video amassed 300K views on Twitter in just three days.

Brands Embrace Intersectionality, Breaking their own Molds

Popular American comic Invincible  was adapted on Amazon Prime to elicit 

fandom and feeling “seen” to a wider audience by altering the ethnicities of 

key characters. Creator Robert Kirkman portrayed protagonist Mark Grayson, 

voiced by Oscar-nominee Steven Yuen, as a Korean-American and his 

girlfriend Amber as Black. The show has a 98% rating on Rotten Tomatoes. 

Diverse Characters in Entertainment Bring People Together

Social audio platform Clubhouse is trail-blazing affinity-centric group chats with 

their TED-talk style clubs and conversations. With 10M weekly active users, up 

from 600K last December (Backlinko), users can join “rooms” across a myriad of 

affiliations like entrepreneurship, LGBTQ+ rights, BIPOC issues, and more.

Social Media Newcomer Brings Affinity to the Masses

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR BRANDS
Dare to Go Niche. The Human Bonds Beneath Passions and Identities Create Brand Connection

Use affinities to inspire packaging innovation. A spirit brand can leverage buyers’ passions and creativity by 

offering a purchase discount for completing a passions survey. After digging into user affinities, design limited-

edition packaging based on the results. Promote the event further by hosting ideation rooms on Clubhouse.

Authentic human connection elevates fandom. An entertainment brand can deepen viewers’ connections to its 

talent by featuring bonus content diving into uniquely intersecting identities and passions. For example, partner 

with Blerd, “the lifestyle brand by Black nerds,” to develop content around one of your lead Black actor’s proudly 

passionate love of technology, physics, and Sci-Fi.

Turn Intersectional Identities into Increased Brand Affinities

Identity politics aren’t going away and it’s not enough to check off a single representation box. Beyond diverse 

media placements, now is the time for brands not already doing so to authentically feature the true intersectionality 

of diverse talent in ads. For example, cherished mealtime moments shared by an interracial LGBTQ+ family.

Break your own molds. A financial brand can challenge core conventions by showcasing real life testimonies of 

people in video placements that cover a broad spectrum of lived experiences. For example, develop authentic 

messages about how reasons to save vary based on financial means, locality, ethnicity, military status, etc. 



• Pleading Face Emoji is used to express adoration or feeling 

touched by a loving gesture; this emoji is set to overtake the 

laughing/crying emoji in 2021 as most popular. (Emojipedia, 2020)
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Torn apart by a pandemic and societal division, people recharge themselves with media that captures the genuine 

warmth of ordinary human connection, often shared online in the forms of memes, videos, and images. Gone is the 

judgmental undercurrent of “toxic positivity.” Here to stay is wholesome “aww-inspiring” content with no agenda other 

than to create warm-hearted connections by celebrating ordinary, relatable, and joyfully weird human experiences. 

Humanization as medicine is a new territory for brands to make real, lasting connections.

Values: Humanity • Kindness • Genuineness • Levity

People Turn to Human Kindness to Heal Community and Self

“I love seeing people 

genuinely happy. It makes 

ME happy. Just wholesome 

happy moments.”Wholesomely Human

• 62% of US Adults agree “when feeling down, I actively 

seek feel-good content online to lift my spirits.”

(Horizon Media, 2021)

1.6B
views of #JustVibing videos,

a trend that shows people 

staying positive despite 

something trying to ruin their day

(TikTok)

Heartfelt Experiences Inspire Healing and Connection

• Humor-centric algorithms lead to love. New dating app Schmooze matches people on humor compatibility.  

Users swipe on memes, not photos, to generate matches – to date, 90,000 matches have been made on the app.

• 88% of US Adults agree “the best way to bridge 

societal division is to refocus on empathy and acts of 

kindness.” (Horizon Media, 2021)

• Laughter Yoga decreases stress hormones. In a recent 

study, cortisol levels dropped for healthy individuals after the exercise 

in response to stress reduction. (National Library of Medicine, 2021)
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WHOLESOMELY HUMAN IN ACTION 

Friends: The Reunion aired on HBO MAX on May 27th and warmed the hearts of 

fans, with an estimated 24% of U.S. HHs tuning in (TVision) and generating more 

HBO MAX signups than any other WB new movie this year (Antenna). After 17 

years apart, the cast reunited with show host James Cordon under the lights of 

a recreated set and celebrated the friendship that went beyond the screen.

Heartwarming Content Humanizes Iconic TV Friendships

Dos Equis’ new campaign, “A Dos of XX,” celebrates the rusty feeling we’ll 

all encounter when reentering regular life again. From forgetting our keys, 

fumbling getting jeans buttoned, to clumsily putting on make-up, we’ll get the 

hang of it eventually.  

The Clumsy Process of Post-Pandemic Normalcy Sparks Joy

Fitz and Donnybrook (his loyal pup) have gone viral on TikTok. Fitz, a.k.a. 

@OldTimeHawkey, now has 1.8M followers on the app and nearly 25M likes.  

Like a 21st Century TikTok Bob Ross, Fitz’s videos of simple days in the woods 

fishing, drinking pop, and enjoying the ease of life, coupled with his soothing 

voice, uplift people when they’re down.  

An Open-Hearted Influencer Eases Tensions on TikTok

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR BRANDS
Go for Real and Relatable. Embrace and Celebrate a Clunky Reentry to Normalcy

A spirit brand can tease the embarrassingly human moments of debauchery with a series of relatable videos made 

for short-form platforms like TikTok or Instagram Reels. Feature craved yet cringe-inducing moments like off-key 

karaoke night singing, awkward high-fives, and break out dance moves, boosting positive post-pandemic vibes. 

Getting back to the grind won’t be easy, but the comforts of home can make it more wholesome. A home brand can 

create an OOH execution remodeling public transportation interiors to home-like decor (e.g., cushions and 

wallpaper), easing the transition.

Ignite Community Creativity. Tap into UGC to Illicit a Genuine Wholesomely Human Feeling

Emphasize the relatable, everyday reasons people love your brand by focusing on ordinary pleasures and mundane 

use-cases. For example, a household brand can inspire UGC with YouTubers who already have a huge following 

from “clean with me” videos that people love. Real people. Real life. No frills.

Humanize your brand by crowdsourcing creative meme ideas from your brand’s fans and followers on social media, 

then remix them together as part of a creative campaign. For example, an insurance brand can tap into collective, 

wholesome creativity by teeing up a #TFW  (that feeling when) meme trend visualizing the very real and sometimes 

laughable emotional journey of panic to relief following an accident or mishap. 



For more information contact @askwhy
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Source Glossary
Slide 1 from top to bottom
Stat Source: US Census Bureau; April 2021

Stat Source: Horizon Media, Finger On The Pulse; Survey Fielded 4/27/2021- 5/4/2021, n=852 

Stat Source: Forbes (February 2021)

Stat Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics; June 2021

Stat Source: Horizon Media, Finger On The Pulse; Survey Fielded 10/29/2020- 11/4/2020, n=1,002

Slide 2 from top to bottom
Image Source: WarnerMedia (April 2021)

The Free Agency Imperative

Slide 1 from top to bottom
Stat Source: CBS News (March 2021)

Stat Source: Horizon Media, Finger On The Pulse; Survey Fielded 4/27/2021- 5/4/2021, n=852 

Stat Source: CNBC (March 2021)

Stat Source: epicurious (April 2021)

Stat Source: CNN (April 2021)

Slide 2 from top to bottom
Image Source: Business Insider (March 2021)

Image Source: Aspiration.com

Image Source: Millions Garden Movement via @MillionGardens on Twitter

ECO-Currency

Slide 1 from top to bottom
Stat Source: Adobe Blog, Adobe Digital Economy Index; June 2021

Stat Source: PYMNTS (May 2021)

Stat Source: Horizon Media, Finger On The Pulse; Survey Fielded 4/27/2021- 5/4/2021, n=852 

Stat Source: Horizon Media, Finger On The Pulse; Survey Fielded 10/29/2020- 11/4/2020, n=1,002

Stat Source: McKinsey & Company, Telehealth: A quarter-trilliondollar post-COVID-19 reality? report; May 2020 

Stat Source: YouGov; survey fielded May 2020 – December 2020

Slide 2 from top to bottom
Stat Source: The Guardian, analysis by PitchBook; May 2021

On Demand Economy

Slide 1 from top to bottom
Stat Source: McKinsey & Company, Future of Wellness Survey; August 2020 n=1,319  

Stat Source: Horizon Media, Finger On The Pulse; Survey Fielded 4/27/2021- 5/4/2021, n=852 

Stat Source: CDC; survey conducted 8/192020 – 10/26/2020, n=431,656 (phase 2); 10/282020 – 2/1/2021, n=358,977 (phase 3)

Stat Source: The Conference Board, survey conducted April 2021, n=221

Stat Source: TikTok

Slide 2 from top to bottom
Image Source: NPR

Image Source: Instagram

Self-Care Revolution

https://www.census.gov/econ/bfs/data.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2021/02/24/saas-trends-to-watch-in-2021/?sh=6b7f99a85385
https://pressroom.warnermedia.com/us/property/big-shot-bethenny
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/climate-change-environmental-protection-agency-website/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/31/biden-infrastructure-plan-spending-on-climate-change-clean-energy.html
https://www.epicurious.com/expert-advice/why-epicurious-left-beef-behind-article
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/22/investing/net-zero-pledge-companies-stocks/index.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/blueland-household-cleaning-products-review
https://www.aspiration.com/zero
https://twitter.com/milliongardens/status/1372263984884240387
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2021/07/02/amazon-prime-day-2021-a-look-beyond-the-topline-numbers/
https://www.pymnts.com/news/retail/2021/retailers-must-prep-for-digital-first-shoppers/
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Healthcare%20Systems%20and%20Services/Our%20Insights/Telehealth%20A%20quarter%20trillion%20dollar%20post%20COVID%2019%20reality/Telehealth-A-quarter-trilliondollar-post-COVID-19-reality.pdf
https://business.yougov.com/content/34517-covid-how-american-consumers-changed?utm_medium=newsletter&utm_source=internal&utm_campaign=NL-2021-US-Industry-Insights&mkt_tok=NDY0LVZISC05ODgAAAF7waKa2-uWP-8c6byeHq-1fRP02ksGlIYFbNlnKcZfmOjASHZfqd4xLo9aCOGlkUByHtxeb-x_uSgFnAJSp5bkSnez2xdzdY256aP4k-_q
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/may/22/fast-food-the-new-wave-of-delivery-services-bringing-groceries-in-minutes
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/consumer-packaged-goods/our-insights/feeling-good-the-future-of-the-1-5-trillion-wellness-market?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hdpid=a3b60124-f2c4-4f91-8e55-a507e47b9785&hctky=1513118&hlkid=f860f855baa3419983a3a3c5685e6b1f
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7013e2.htm
https://conference-board.org/pdfdownload.cfm?masterProductID=27396
https://www.tiktok.com/tag/manifesting
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2021/04/29/990899374/retail-therapy-cvs-plans-to-expand-mental-health-care-in-stores
https://www.instagram.com/p/CN5F2vZMHIE/?utm_source=ig_embed&ig_rid=a310d58c-1efc-47c6-b600-ac6acd1a03b3
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Source Glossary
Slide 1 from top to bottom
Stat Source: Horizon Media, Finger On The Pulse; Survey Fielded 4/27/2021- 5/4/2021, n=852 

Stat Source: GoFundMe (March 2021) 

Stat Source: StopAAPIHate (May 2021)

Stat Source: Los Angeles County Economic Development Corporation (June 2021)

Stat Source: The US Department of Housing and Urban Development, January 2021

Stat Source: Forbes (May 2021)

Slide 2 from top to bottom
Image Source: CBC

Image Source: VegNews

Collective Consumerism

Slide 1 from top to bottom
Stat Source: Deconstructing Diversity Today, 2021, NBCU, Magna and Identity, n=3,503

Stat Source: Facebook Research; March 2021, n=1,200 

Stat Source: Horizon Media, Finger On The Pulse; Survey Fielded 4/27/2021- 5/4/2021, n=852 

Slide 2 from top to bottom
Stat Source: Backlinko (May 2021)

Image Source: Amazon

Image Source: DEADLINE via NFL

United States of Affinity

Slide 1 from top to bottom
Stat Source: Horizon Media, Finger On The Pulse; Survey Fielded 4/27/2021- 5/4/2021, n=852 

Stat Source: National Library of Medicine, May 2020

Stat Source: Emojipedia (April 2020)

Stat Source: TikTok

Stat Source: TechCrunch (May 2021)

Slide 2 from top to bottom
Stat Source: TVision (May 2021)

Stat Source: ANTENNA (June 2021)

Image Source: iSpot.tv

Image Source:  Instagram 

Wholesomely Human

https://www.gofundme.com/f/support-aapi-community-fund
https://stopaapihate.org/national-report-through-march-2021/
https://laedc.org/togetherforla/
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sites/default/files/pdf/2020-AHAR-Part-1.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidhessekiel/2021/05/13/companies-embracing-buy-one-give-one-strategies-bombas/?sh=7a8f6cdc1a89
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/asithappens/as-it-happens-the-monday-edition-1.5868846/how-tiktok-users-designed-a-better-pill-bottle-for-people-with-parkinson-s-1.5868848
https://vegnews.com/2019/7/jaden-smith-opens-free-vegan-food-truck-on-skid-row-in-los-angeles
https://together.nbcuni.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2021/05/Magna-NBCU-Diversity-Today-2021-Together-Site2.pdf
https://research.fb.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Diverse-and-inclusive-representation-in-online-advertising-An-exploration-of-the-current-landscape-and-peoples-expectations.pdf?utm_source=morning_brew
https://backlinko.com/clubhouse-users
https://www.amazon.com/INVINCIBLE-SEASON-1/dp/B08WJMRHYZ
https://deadline.com/2021/06/football-is-gay-says-official-nfl-pride-month-video-posted-to-twitter-1234783036/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32393092/
https://blog.emojipedia.org/a-new-king-pleading-face/
https://www.tiktok.com/tag/justvibing?lang=en
https://techcrunch.com/2021/05/27/a-new-dating-app-schmooze-matches-people-based-on-their-affinity-for-memes/
https://screenrant.com/friends-reunion-viewership-wonder-woman-1984-comparison/
https://twitter.com/AntennaData/status/1403402373154938892
https://www.ispot.tv/ad/ObcA/dos-equis-pregame-song-by-samm-henshaw
https://www.instagram.com/old.time.hawkey/?hl=en

